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Lingual Braces from Harley Street Dental Studio

6 key questions about secretly straightening your teeth

Do you lack confidence in your smile?

Fortunately, teeth-straightening technology has moved on from the unmissable metal braces 
of  your childhood.

Now you can secretly straighten your teeth - with “invisible” braces.

Unlike conventional braces, Lingual Braces are placed behind your teeth. So people won’t 
know you’re wearing them.

Are Lingual Braces right for you?
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Please answer these 6 key questions

1. Do you want to find new confidence?

2. Do you want to feel proud of  your straight teeth?

3. Do you want to achieve all this with an affordable payment option?

4. Would you like to wear invisible braces?

5. Do you want to see the improvement in your smile week by week?

6. Would you rather be treated by some of  the most experienced orthodontists in this field?

Did you answer yes to all of  these questions?

Then Lingual Braces could change the way you feel about your teeth.

Our experienced orthodontists at Harley Street Dental Studio can sort out your crooked, 
twisted or gappy teeth easily.

You don’t need to feel self-conscious or embarrassed for much longer.

At Harley Street Dental Studio, we’ve given straight-teeth confidence to thousands of  
patients like you. 

So we can give you the best possible results.
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How do Lingual Braces work?
Lingual means “near the tongue”.

Lingual Braces are hidden discretely on the back 
of  your teeth.

Your braces are custom made for you using the 
latest dental technology.

It means your bespoke braces are as comfortable as they can possibly be.

And it means you’ll get precise results.

Because the braces are hidden you can see your smile improving week by week through 
your treatment.

Happy patients
You could become one of  our many patients who’ve thanked us for giving them new 
confidence.

They say they no longer cover their mouths for photographs or when they laugh. Instead 
they now show off  their smiles.

Why Harley Street Dental Studio?
We have a team of  Specialist Orthodontists including two of  the top providers of  
Incognito lingual braces.

Many of  our happy patients have been with Harley Street Dental Studio for years.

We know what your treatment means to you. You’re in safe hands. Our orthodontists will 
tell you that properly-positioned teeth make for healthier teeth and gums.

It means your teeth are easier to clean. So there’s less chance of  plaque retention, tooth 
decay and gum disease.
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Money well spent

We can help you to feel good about your teeth with Lingual “invisible” braces.
 
With a range of  payment plans available, we can help to find an option that makes 
treatment affordable for you.

Finding out more is easy…

Please get in touch using the details below and we will be happy to answer any questions 
you might have, or book you in for your first appointment.
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